
Summer Bag Tag Bash Layout
Tourney Notes: -Traditional OB, MANDOS, and drop zones are in play unless otherwise noted.

-Close calls are a group decision; benefit of the doubt goes to the player.
-Two Meter Rule is in effect.
- *Alternate tee pads

Hole Position Par Scorecard Notes
1 D 3 Basket is deep-right of A; must pass through double MANDO; regular OB in play
2 B 3 Island "green". Only the defined island is safe, everything else is OB! If you don't 

make the island after the 2nd tee-shot, proceed to the drop-zone left of the 
basket. Normal OB rules apply at all times (disc needs to be touching in bounds to 
be safe).

3 B 3 Regular OB in play, inside of peeler core separates fairway from OB (like always)
4 D 3 Basket is long of B; regular OB in play, any water plays as ‘casual’.
5 A 3 Regular OB in play

5.5* Alt 3 EXTRA HOLE: Tee is near Hole 5 - C pin, temp basket down the hill towards 
JFK

6 A 3 Regular OB in play
7 Alt 3 Basket is deep of B, regular OB and MANDO in play.
8 B 3 Regular OB in play

9* C 3 Long tee, regular OB past the basket in play
10 Alt 3 Basket is short of C on stump, regular OB in play

11* 16C 3 Plays to 16C pin from alt tee past 10C on other side of bushes
12 Alt 3 PVC up the hill to the right, regular OB in play
13 Alt 3 PVC past regular A pin, regular OB in play.
14 A (stairs) 3 Regular MANDO and in play.
15 B 3 Regular OB in play
16 Alt 3 Basket is to the right, up the hill; regular MANDO and OB in play including near 

the basket.
17 B 3 Regular OB in play.
18 C 3 Regular MANDO and OB in play

19* Island in 
Marx 
Meadow

3 Island "green". Only the defined island is safe, everything else is OB! If you don't 
make the island after the 2nd tee-shot, proceed to the drop-zone. Normal OB 
rules apply at all times (disc needs to be touching inbounds to be safe).

Number of Holes20
Course Par 60


